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1 Basics
The basic idea is to group individuals into categories; figure out the rates at which various events (infection, recovery,
death, etc.) occur, and how they move individuals between categories/change the population sizes; write down equa-
tions based on these rates. “All models are wrong” (Tukey), but they can help us figure out the rate of spread, or the
equilibrium prevalence.

Some distinctions: micro- (virus, bacteria) or macroparasite (worms, ticks, fleas etc.)? Include host demogra-
phy? More complex host ecology? Life cycle/transmission mode (direct, vector, complex, environmental)? Viru-
lence/effects on host? Genetics?

2 Compartmental (“box”) models
Box models divide the host population up into boxes according to epidemiological status, e.g. Susceptible, Infective,
Removed (SIR models). Could also include e.g. Exposed (SEIR model).

Depending on the host-parasite biology of a particular disease (is there an incubation period? do any hosts recover,
and if so do they acquire immunity or do they become susceptible again?), we can write down a box model, for
example:

Alphabet soup: SI (e.g. tuberculosis), SIS (e.g. gonorrhea), S(E)IR (e.g. measles), SIRV (vaccine), etc..
Now consider the transitions (birth, natural mortality, disease-induced mortality, infection).

Finally, quantify the transition rates (e.g. constant birth rates (b), constant per capita recovery etc., mass-action
transmission (βSI)).

We end up with the following model:

Write down balance equations: incoming - outgoing.

S′ = b︸︷︷︸
birth

− βSI︸︷︷︸
infection

− µS︸︷︷︸
nat. mort.

I ′ = βSI︸︷︷︸
infection

− µI︸︷︷︸
nat. mort.

− αI︸︷︷︸
dis.-ind. mort.

− γI︸︷︷︸
recovery

R′ = γI︸︷︷︸
recovery

− µR︸︷︷︸
nat. mort.

How do we deal with these equations? We can do algebra, or simulate.



Build up basic dynamics: SI, SIR, SIR with vital dynamics.

• Beginning of epidemic: exponential growth (assuming well-mixed population, etc.)

• Simple (SI) epidemic: logistic growth

• SIR without vital dynamics: epidemic grows, then collapses

• SIS, SIR with vital dynamics: equilibrium (maybe)

• seasonal variation, other feedbacks: epidemic cycles
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